
PABLO MONTERO 
 Pablo Montero began his career in music as a singer of  rancheras,  a  genre in which gradually he  became  an  international star.  Mainly influenced by his godfather, Vicente Fernandez, Montero debuted with the album Pablo Montero, followed by “Dónde estás corazón,” “Qué voy a hacer sin ti,” “Pídemelo todo,” “Gracias: Homenaje a Javier Solís,” “Con la bendición de Dios,” “A toda Ley,” Qué Bonita es mi tierra  y  sus Canciones,” “Mi tesoro Norteño,” and  “El Abandonado.”  Montero has written songs like “Olvidarte Jamás,” “Gata Salvaje,” “Abrázame         muy         fuerte,”       “La revancha,” and “Piquito de Oro.” Later on his fame as a singer opened him the doors in the world of acting. He was the protagonist in the TV series “Rebeca”  and  the  taping  “La  Lotería,” with the  controversial  Mexican  actress  Susana  Zabaleta. He has also participated in soap operas like “Vivo por Elena,” “Nunca te Olvidaré,” “Abrázame muy fuerte,” “Entre el  amor y el odio” and “Duelo de pasiones.” He was also part of "Las 25 Bellezas Latinas” (The 25 Latin Beauties) from People in Spanish in 1999 and  2003.  Pablo Montero has been part of the most successful soap operas transmitted in Latin America, helping them to become a success thanks to his acting. Some of  them  included:  



“Mi Corazón es Tuyo,” “Duelo de Pasiones,” “Fuego en la Sangre,” “Triunfo de Amor,” “Una Familia con Suerte,” and the 2015 success: “Lo Imperdonable,” novel that marked the return  of  Alicia Machado in  Mexico.  As for his love life, he has been known for his multiple affairs. While having an affair with Ruth Shiefeld in 2006, he also began     a romance with the actress Ludwika Paleta, who starred in the soap opera “Duelo de Pasiones.” This last relationship didn’t last too long because Palette decided to return to her husband,  Plutarco Haza. Montero,  meanwhile,  resumed  a  relationship  with the Argentina model Sandra Vidal, who soon got pregnant. Vidal gave birth to little Paul in September 2007, and almost a   year after, the couple announced their separation. Then in 2011, the singer married Carolina Van Wielink with whom he had his daughter Carolina the following year.  In 2017 Pablo released his new album under the label of Sony Music Latin, entitled: “No Te Quedes Con la Duda” the one that   took him  to appear on the most important TV programs of Mexico and the United  States.  Pablo ended 2017 participating on the Univision’s top program: ‘MIRA QUIEN BAILA’ (Latin version of  Dancing with the Stars), Pablo showed another facet that few people knew: He can really dance and to the surprise of the judges of the program. For  2018, there’s  a plan to release a new song written by Marco Antonio Solis and produced by Humberto Gatica, that without a doubt will be a hit all over USA and Latin America. Pablo is the leading actor for the new Bio-Serie about the life of the famous  Silvia Pinal, a Televisa production that will be broadcasted on Univision in 2018.  


